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Report preface: 
 

Association for Educational Development EKVALIS through the 2021 Annual Report 

highlights: 

 

Educational programs 

Activism & Youth Engagement 

Direct youth work and informal learning 

Networking and partnership 

Publications 

 

Throughout the past year, Ekvalis has been determined to keep up with the work with 

youth, through different means, approaches and methodologies. 2021 was a time when a 

big part of the challenges that came along with the covid-19 crisis got manageable, but 

life still hadn’t gotten much back to normal. 

At the end of this report, Ekvalis has made a provisional engagement in numbers and can 

proudly announce than in 2021 Ekvalis through its activities engaged around 4320 

people of which around 820 direct beneficiaries and around 3500 indirect beneficiaries. 

This report includes a narrative overview of the highlighting programs and projects 

during the year, as well as inflow and outflow financial report of the organization. 

EKVALIS expresses gratitude to all donors, supporters, experts, institutions, commercial 

partners, media and most of all volunteers and activists who have made 2021 a successful 

year. 
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Educational Programs 

 

Throughout 2021, Ekvalis has been continuing to implement programs and projects in 

the best interest of youth. Throughout these educational programs, Ekvalis achieved to 

directly involve over 800 young people and leave an impact to over 3000 others. 

These programs that Ekvalis implements, give young people the opportunity to gain 

knowledge and skills, while engaging in direct actions themselves. Due to the state of 

pandemic and the police curfews in the beginning of the year, some of the educational 

programs had to go online, which again presented an opportunity for learning for 

everyone. Later this year, however, considering the recommendations of the Macedonian 

Government, Ekvalis implemented several programs with physical presence, under 

designated covid-19 safety protocols.  

However, all of the educational programs and activities were being successfully 

implemented and over 800 young people directly benefited from the implementation of 

these programs, while around 3500 were indirectly benefiting from the implementation 

of these programs.  

The most significant programs that Ekvalis realized throughout 2021 are listed below: 

 

 

Conversation with 

an Activist 

One of the regular activities that 

Ekvalis kept realizing on a monthly 

bases was the activity called 

Conversation with an Activist. Every 

month, Ekvalis’ youth had the 

opportunity to talk to and get 

inspired from a different person 

whose activism is noticeably crucial 

for the growth of the Macedonian 

society.  

As a part of this activity, Ekvalis had 

tackled a variety of societal issues 
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that the guest-speaker activists are working on such as, feminism, LGBTIQ+ rights, 

environmentalism, social care etc. Ekvalis also organized several of these Conversations 

with activists and professionals who work on sexual education and especially on 

prevention, detection and treatment of STDs. 

 

 

Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through 
Youth Campaigns 
As a project that began back in the end of 2020 and continued throughout the whole 
first half of 2021, Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through Youth Campaigns was one 
of the most engaging online programs Ekvalis had been implementing. Considering the 
health crisis, this whole project, with a very few exceptional activities, went online and 
perhaps that aspect allowed involving young such a big number of direct beneficiaries. 
Over 400 youth directly benefited from the activities under this project. It involved 
online courses on a variety of topics, mainly concluded as: Youth Activism, Rhetoric, 
Mental Health & Sex-Ed. Thereafter, the project involved several guerilla actions 
implemented by the participants, with the purpose to disseminate the learnt. 

Besides all, this project involved youth from all over the country and helped Ekvalis 
strengthen the potential for volunteers in all of the regions of North Macedonia. 

The overall implementation of this project was done in partnership with three other 
organizations, Youth Educational Forum-YEF (MOF), HERA and Psihoterapika. 

 
 

Youth Program for Feminist Slam-poetry 

Another program that started the year before, but continued throughout the first half of 

2021 was the traditional program of Ekvalis, “What’s Gender Got to Do with It”, this year 

titled as Youth Program for Feminist Slam-poetry. Prior to the realization of this Program, 

Ekvalis’ team trained 8 peer educators who then led the whole educational aspect of the 

Program, with the support and mentorship of Ekvalis’ youth workers and educators. 

Besides the theoretical educational aspects, the program in its second phase involved a 

training for writing and performing slam-poetry. For this part, Ekvalis cooperated with 

the poetess Elena Prendzova, who is an activist for the rights of women and a slam 

poetess.  

To ensure safe space and environment and to emphasize the need for a higher 

participation of women in the education, this Program only included female identifying 

participants.  
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Poems that participants wrote were publicly performed and all of the performances were 

recorded and posted on Ekvalis’ social media accounts. 

For 8-th of March, International Women Day an online Feminist Slam Poetry event was 

organized in which the slam poetesses performed their pieces in front of the public- 

online.  

Part of this program overlapped with some very disturbing events in regards to rights of 

women in North Macedonia. Namely, the case “Public Room” had not come to a resolution 

and the perpetrators were still on freedom, while victims continued suffering 

psychological violence and online and offline sexual harassment. 

Therefore, some of the poems participants prepared to perform in beginning of the year 

were focusing precisely on this event and the issues around it. 

 

Balkan Messengers – The Role of Media in 

Creating Alternative Narratives 

With the idea to offer a set of skills to use modern media for combating harmful 

narratives, Ekvalis implemented a project on creating alternative narratives. The project 

involved 15 activists from North Macedonia, Kosovo* and Serbia, strengthening their 

skills on media use, as well as offering theoretical base on narratives and the ways to 

alternate them. As a result, a podcast serries came out, being featured in the three 

languages.  

 

 

https://meta.mk/en/protest-in-north-macedonia-against-the-javna-soba-telegram-group-for-nude-photos-photo-gallery/
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Youthocracy-Advancing the Democratic and 

Participatory Culture in the High-school 

Representative bodies 

This project was inspired by the work of the Union of High-school students and their 

efforts to develop a representation of the students from all high schools in North 

Macedonia. Ekvalis’ team worked with high-school leaders on strengthening their 

theoretical and practical knowledge when it comes to democracy, especially school 

democracy. With the work done in this project, Ekvalis collaborated with several schools, 

aiming to also raise the awareness among teachers and school staff about the importance 

of democratic practice in the student representative bodies. 
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Activism 

& 

Youth Engagement 

 

Protest for justice for the 

victims in the case “Public 

Room” 

An extremely disturbing case of online non-

consensual pornography content in a Telegram group 

that occurred the year before (2020), had not had any 

resolution yet. The perpetrators were still free, while 

victims continued suffering stigma, victim-blaming 

and additional psychological and sexual violence 

online and in live.  

 

Therefore, Ekvalis, as part of the 

National Platform for Gender 

Equality, in February 2021 co-

organized a big protest asking the 

Public Prosecutor for justice for the 

victims and conviction of the 

perpetrators. In the same period, 

Ekvalis also did several public 

guerilla actions to raise awareness 

among the people in the society 

and pressure the relevant 

institutions to act on this case.  
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Marching for 8th 

of March 

To the traditional marching for 

8th of March this year joined 

Ekvalis, again as a part of the 

National Platform for Gender 

Equality, but also as one of the 

loudest civic organizations to 

fight for gender equality in the 

Macedonian society. 

The march went with several slogans, such as “The Victim is not Guilty”, “It is Not Your 

Fault”, “The Body of a Woman is Not an Object” and so on, stressing the problem with 

gender-based violence, sexual violence against women and femicides in North 

Macedonia.  
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Skopje Pride 2021 

As one of the very few youth LGBTI+ organizations in the country, Ekvalis joined the 

organization of Skopje Pride 2021. This was the second Pride in the country, the first one 

happening in 2019, while in 2020 it did not happen due to the covid-19 pandemic. The 

Parade involved over 2000 protesters marching for the human rights of the LGBTI+ 

people. 

 

 

The slogan of this pride was “Out of the Walls”, referring to the isolation that we all 

experienced throughout the pandemic, but which is often a constant psychological state 

for many people who identify as LGBTI+, as they need to hide their whole life. 

Ekvalis’ role in Skopje Pride 2021 was to organize the team of volunteers and support the 

communication and social media promotion process, while also offering support in other 

segments, as needed. 
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1st of May Guerilla in front of the Ministry of 

Labor and Social Politics 

Ekvalis considers workers’ rights as one of the crucial aspects of the life of young people. 

Often young people have a job experience where their rights are hurt or manipulated. 

Here, of course, young women are especially affected. As the pandemic came and many 

factories had to close and lower down their capacity of work, an immense number of 

women workers were left without an income, putting them in a higher risk of domestic, 

gender based and sexual violence too. 

To expose this issue, in collaboration with the artist and author of the book “15 Horror 

Stories by Women Workers”, Kristina Bozurska, Ekvalis did a translation of these stories 

in Macedonian, Albanian and Roma language and Ekvalis’ volunteers read them in front 

of the doors of Ministry of Labor and Social Politics. 

 

Besides these protests and public actions that Ekvalis organized or was part of the 

organizing board, the organization spent the whole year actively joining and declaring a 

public support to all of the protests for human rights and justice. As a youth organization, 

Ekvalis does this because the organization and its team are deeply convinced that no 

young person has a good life in a society where minorities are constantly marginalized 

and pushed aside in a social, political and economic matter. 
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Direct Youth Work & 

Informal Learning 
 

Even though the pandemic and the lockdowns prevented most of the informal youth work 

to happen, Ekvalis’ youth workers remained available for all young people throughout 

the whole year. Events that would gather people in a close space were off the table, but 

the youth office space remained open for when young people feel like visiting, talking 

with someone, or just spending a time there, studying, using internet etc. 

Besides, Ekvalis’ youth workers were available online and by phone too for the youth. 

 

 

 

International Conferences and 

Educational opportunities 

 
 To implement its local and 

national mission successfully, 

Ekvalis has a broad network of 

international partners and 

colaborators when it comes to 

representation of youth, especially 

LGBT+ youth and young women. 

Therefore, in the past year, Ekvalis 

has sent its active volunteers to 

international trainings abroad, to 

widen their knowledge on a 

specific topic. 
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Besides, Ekvalis’ team has been participating different conferences and contact making 

events too. The team went to a Contact making seminar in France. This event was an 

international opportunity to meet organizations from the field that Ekvalis is already 

working on and to spark new potentials for international collaboration and joint action. 

 

As part of the organizers of 

Skopje Pride 2021, Ekvalis 

also participated the 

International Conference on 

Human Rights in 

Copenhagen and the 

Copenhagen World Pride 

2021, together with 

colleagues from other 

LGBT+ organizations and 

Members of Parliament.  
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Networking and partnership 

 
2021 was a year to strengthen the 

network of allies and partners of 

Ekvalis, by sustaining the previously 

established partnerships and creating 

new ones. 

During this year, Ekvalis collaborated 

with a variety of other organizations, 

institutions and schools and it became 

a member of the National Network 

Against Homophobia and 

Transphobia. As a member of this 

Network, in fact, Ekvalis could take 

part in the organizing of Skopje Pride 

too, but to also affect policy making on 

a more essential political level. 

 

 In the process of putting efforts to 

advance the democratic culture in 

the high-schools in the country, 

Ekvalis closely collaborated with 

several schools, but most 

importantly with the Union of 

High-School Students-the largest 

national representative body of 

high school students. 

 

Ekvalis also had a great deal of cooperation with the Local Youth Council of Kratovo-a 

representative body within the local Municipality that has to role to consult and represent 

the need of local youth in the processes of policy making by the municipality of Kratovo.  
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Publications 

 

Translation of “15 Horror Stories by Women 

Workers” – collaboration with Private Print 

In collaboration with the artist and author of 

the book “15 Horror Stories by Women 

Workers, Kristina Bozurska and with the 

Publishing House Private Print, Ekvalis’ 

activists did a translation to the 15 stories in 

Albanian and Roma language. These stories 

were also read during a guerilla action in front 

of the Ministry of Labor and Social Politics for 

the 1st of May. 

The translations were published by Private 

Print in collaboration with Ekvalis. 

 

 

Hearing a Different Story – a podcast serries 

As part of the project “Balkan Messengers – The 

Role of Media in Creating Alternative Narratives”, 

Ekvalis published a podcast serries titled “Hearing 

a Different story”. The series involves 6 different 

episodes in Macedonian, Albanian and Serbian 

language, containing stories of every day people 

from North Macedonia, Kosovo* and Serbia who 

are sharing their life story as someone who is 

going through life as part of a minority or 

marginalized group in these Balkan societies. The 

series features stories such as the ones of a trans-

woman, an ethnic Roma, Serbian living in Kosovo* 

and others. 
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Donors and Partners 
European Endowment for Democracy 

European Youth Foundation/ Council of Europe 

Foundation Open Society – Macedonia 

Regional Youth Cooperation Office - RYCO 

Forum ZFD 

People to People International Skopje- Macedonia 

National Network Against Homophobia and Transphobia 

National Platform for Gender Equality 

Ministry of Education 

Ministry of Social Work and Social Policies 

Union for Youth Work 

National Youth Council 

Youth Educational Forum – YEF 

HERA 

Psihoterapika 

Union of High School Students 

Youth Council Kratovo 

High School “St. Cyril and Methodius” – Negotino  

Qendra Rinore Ardhmëria Klinë 

BalkanIDEA Novi Sad 

PVN Albania 

Jeunes européens Toulouse - France 

JOETZ vzw Belgium 

https://www.facebook.com/balkanideans/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVpQP2cfcXhNXfl6_2--ctoA8vEmZHQef7B7oWzyOMQHKq47uLE472GbHeJuKLYcDqB8TdFvWAj6jYLmtROeKzS8JWclWsyIgSMCK-HYRtTbeWw4Jcd7PdJ7FsBDIgvIPCrdKjDltGEXEAu1-yKLi_ITtVYoSWCaFpteCekMq1r_A&__tn__=kK-R
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Engagement in Numbers 

In 2021 through its programs and activities, Ekvalis engaged an estimated number of 

4320 people of which over 820 direct beneficiaries and over 3500 indirect beneficiaries. 

The programs through which Ekvalis engaged with this number of youths, are the 

following: 

 

Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through Youth Campaigns 

Balkan Messengers – The Role of Media in Creating Alternative Narratives 

Youthocracy-Advancing Democratic and Participatory Culture in High-school 

Representative Bodies 

Youth Program for Feminist Slam-poetry 

Conversations with Activists 

Organizing protests and guerilla actions 

Co-organizing 8th of March march 

Co-organizing Skopje Pride 2021 

Direct Youth Work and Informal Learning 

Training courses for youth activists 

Publications 
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Financial Report 
 

Income: 

Participation on Youth 
Exchanges, Trainings and other 
educational opportunities 

2021 4 000 MKD 

Grant from Media Diversity 
Institute 

February 70 553 MKD 

Grant from Foundation Open 
Society - Macedonia 

February 511 293 MKD  

Grant from the CFI- French 
Media Development Agency 

March 36 810 MKD 

Grant from Regional Youth 
Cooperation Office 

March 1 171 685 
MKD 

Grant from Media Diversity 
Institute 

March 70 553 MKD 

Grant from Media Diversity 
Institute 

April 70 553 MKD 

Grant from the European Youth 
Foundation 

May 718 006 MKD 

Grant from Media Diversity 
Institute 

June 70 553 MKD 

Grant from forumZFD June 228 133 MKD 

Grant from the European Youth 
Foundation 

September 107 080 MKD 

Grant from the CFI- French 
Media Development Agency 

October 21 720 MKD 

Grant from forumZFD October 244 725 MKD 
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Outflow: 

Working materials for all the 
physical activities during 2021 

2021 37 673 MKD 

Electronic devices as materials 
for work for the need of 
EKVALIS activities 

2021 19 450 MKD 

Pharmacy materials and PCR 
tests 

2021 28 510 MKD 

Cash withdraw – cost made 
during the 2021, for 
refreshments, local and 
national transport , hygiene 
and disinfection products 

2021 2 914 MKD 

Hotel accommodation for the 
need of EKVALIS activities 

2021 712 090 MKD 

Transportation for the need of 
EKVALIS activities 

2021 75 800 MKD 

Facebook and Instagram 
sponsorship  

2021 27 882 MKD 

ZOOM subscription 2021 17 236 MKD 

Canva subscription 2021 6 061 MKD 

Google storage 2021 1 042 MKD 

Office rent  2021 163 200 MKD 

Utilities  2021 39 474 MKD 

Cleaning services 2021 3 304 MKD 

13th month pay 2021 23 000 MKD 

Salary’s  2021 458 369 MKD 

Pension fund 2021 129 543 MKD 

Health fund 2021  51 678 MKD  

Employment fund 2021 8 268 MKD 
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Contractual for all experts 
working for EKVALIS activities 

2021 1 875 761 
MKD 

Partners support for 
honorariums, working 
materials and transport for the 
need of partner projects with 
Ekvalis 

2021  235 942 MKD  

Promotion materials 2021 34 680 MKD 

Web hosting  2021 3 250 MKD 

Accounting  2021 44 840 MKD  

Bank fees 2021 39 396 MKD 

Taxes 2021 183 991 MKD 
 


